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"Started in the year 2019,"Started in the year 2019,  Foxiiie TrendsFoxiiie Trends is a remarkable venture is a remarkable venture
started by Mrs. Urwashee Saxena, a young, and passionatestarted by Mrs. Urwashee Saxena, a young, and passionate
entrepreneur from Jaipur.entrepreneur from Jaipur.

Foxiie Trends offers customized handmade oxidized jewelry likeFoxiie Trends offers customized handmade oxidized jewelry like
necklaces, earrings, bangles, and many more artistic pieces.necklaces, earrings, bangles, and many more artistic pieces.

These jewelry pieces are designed and meticulously crafted by theThese jewelry pieces are designed and meticulously crafted by the
master artisans who have been preserving this art for generations.master artisans who have been preserving this art for generations.

This is why our jewelry designs are inspired by ancient and modernThis is why our jewelry designs are inspired by ancient and modern
Indian Culture.Indian Culture.

In other words, our jewelry is a marvelous fusion of modern andIn other words, our jewelry is a marvelous fusion of modern and
ancient India – we basically have the best of both worlds.ancient India – we basically have the best of both worlds.

It is our goal to help our customers to express themselves in a uniqueIt is our goal to help our customers to express themselves in a unique
and classy way with a touch of modern trends."and classy way with a touch of modern trends."
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For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/foxiie-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/foxiie-
trends-8997trends-8997
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